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Read all the instructions carefully before you complete the task.   Ուշադիր կարդացեք 

հանձնարարությունները` նախքան լրացնելը: 
 
Write all your answers in the answer sheet, as only the answers on the answer sheet will be 

considered.   Be sure to write your test number and circle your grade on the answer sheet.  Գրեք 

բոլոր պատասխանները ձևաթղթում, քանի որ միայն ձևաթղթում գրվածներն են ստուգվելու: 

Ձևաթղթում գրեք Ձեր թեսթավորման համարը եւ նշեք Ձեր դասարանը: 
 
Use a pen to complete the answer sheet (No crossing off on the answer sheet). 

Պատասխանները ձևաթղթում գրեք գրիչով` առանց ջնջումների: 

TEST (Grades 10-11) 

1. Read the text and complete the tasks that follow. 

These days most people believe that weather patterns around the world are changing. 

The world is getting hotter and storms, floods and droughts are starting to happen where 

they are not normally expected. This process is called climate change.   

Causes of climate change 

Climate change always happens, through a variety of causes such as the oceans of the 

world becoming larger or smaller, the movement of large areas of land around the 

planet, and changes in temperatures over long periods of time.  

However, most recent discussion on climate change focuses on human activities that 

have an effect on the climate. This includes the burning of fossil fuels, such as petrol, 

which releases carbon dioxide into the air. Extra carbon dioxide causes an increase in 

the average temperature of the Earth’s air and oceans. This very fast increase is called 

global warming.  

Examples of climate change 

Global warming may lead to many changes in weather patterns, such as the lack of 

rainfall in some countries, causing drought, and the increase in rainfall in other areas, 

causing floods. Also, rising temperatures in oceans and the air can cause changes in the 

way that winds move around the planet, leading to an increased number of severe 

storms, including hurricanes, in certain areas.   

An increase in global temperatures also leads to ice melting at the North and South 

Poles, which then leads to rising sea levels. Other effects of changes in the climate 

include damage to land normally used for growing food, and some kinds of animals 

disappearing from the planet completely.  

What can be done? 

Most people agree that we have to change the way that we live, using fewer fossil fuels       

and doing much more to protect the natural environment.  
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Put the following events in the correct order.  Write the letter in the answer sheet.  

a. Wind patterns around the world change.  

b. Mankind burns fossil fuels such as petrol.  

c. Storms and hurricanes occur as a result of temperature rise.  

      d. The temperature of the air and the oceans increases.  

e. Carbon dioxide is released into the air.  

Correct order: 1.___  2.___  3.___  4.___  5. ___ 

Write T (True) if the answer is true and F (False) if the answer is false on your answer 

sheet. 

6.  Climate change is only a very recent process.                            T / F  

7.  People think that global warming is caused by things we do.     T / F   

8.  Storms can be caused by an increase in global temperatures.     T / F   

9.  An increase in temperatures leads to an increase in polar ice.     T / F  

10.  We have to change the way we live in order to protect the environment.    T / F 

11.  Which is the best definition of the term ‘climate change’? Write the letter in your 

answer sheet.  

a. The fact that general temperatures all around the world are rising.  

b. The process in which weather patterns are changing around the world.  

c. Storms, hurricanes, floods and droughts starting to happen around the world. 
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2. Complete the conversation at the doctor’s.   What does Jim say to Dr. 

Mitchell?  Fill in the correct answer (A-H) in the answer sheet. 

Example: 

Dr. Mitchell: Hello, you must be Jim Jones.   What’s the problem? 

Jim: ANSWER:  D    It’s my leg, doctor, it really hurts. 

 

Dr. Mitchell: Oh yes, it’s the right one, isn’t it.  Where 

does it hurt? 

 

A     I suppose not. 

Jim: 

 

12 ______________________________ B     The left one’s fine. 

Dr. Mitchell: Can you move it? C     I was playing football 

this morning and I fell 

badly. 

 

Jim: 13 _______________________________ D     It’s my leg, doctor.  It 

really hurts. 

 

Dr. Mitchell: 

 

Does it?   And how did you do this, Jim? E    How long will it take? 

Jim: 14 ________________________________ F     The pain’s here, just 

above the foot. 

 

Dr. Mitchell: Did you leave the match when that 

happened? 

G    Well, I wanted to, but I 

had to play until the end. 

 

Jim: 

 

15 ________________________________ H     I can, but it hurts when 

I walk.  

Dr. Mitchell: 

 

That wasn’t a very good idea, was it?  

Jim: 

 

16 ________________________________  

Dr. Mitchell: 

 

 

It’s not that bad!   But don’t play any football 

for two weeks. 

 

Jim: Right, I won’t.  
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3. What do these signs mean?    Match the meanings (17-21) on the left 

with the signs (A-H) on the right.     Write the correct letter, A through 

H, in your answer sheet. 

Example:   

Meaning:       Sign: 

0   Be careful when you cross.        Answer:   E    

Meaning Sign 

17.  There are tickets for this evening. A         

18. Cars cannot park here. 

 

B        

19. We will give you something free. 

 

 

C  

20. You will have to wait to see the doctor. 

 

 

D   

21. Buy your favorite songs here. E 

 F 

 

 G 

 

 

 H
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4. The people below all want to learn a new sport. On the next page there 

are descriptions of eight sports centers.  Decide which sports center 

would be the most suitable for the following people.  Write the correct 

(A-H) in your answer sheet.   Only one answer per question.    

  

 

22. Bob works in the city and wants to take up a sport that he can 

do regularly in his lunch hour. He enjoys activities, which are 

fast and a bit dangerous. 

 

23. John and Betty already play golf at weekends. Now they have 

retired, they want to learn a new activity they can do together in 

the mornings in the countryside. 

 

24. In six weeks’ time, George is having a holiday on a Caribbean 

island, where he plans to explore the ocean depths. He has a 9-

to-5 job and wants to prepare for this holiday after work. 

 

25. Tina and Natalie are 16. They want to do an activity one 

evening a week and get a certificate at the end. They would also 

like to make new friends. 

 

26. Alice has a well-paid but stressful job. She would like to take up 

a sport, which she can do outside the city each weekend. She 

also wants to get to know new people. 
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Sporting Opportunities 

 

A)  Suzanne’s Riding School.  

You can start horse-riding at any age. 

Choose private or group lessons any 

weekday between 9 a.m. and 8:30 p.m. (3:30 

p.m. on Saturdays). There are 10 kilometers 

of tracks and paths for leisurely rides across 

farmland and open country. You will need a 

riding hat. 

 

C)  Adonis Dive Center  

Our experienced instructors offer one-month 

courses in deep-sea diving for beginners. 

There are two evening lessons a week, in 

which you learn to breathe underwater and 

use the equipment safely. You only need a 

swimming costume and towel. Reduced 

rates for couples. 

 

E)  Hilton Ski Center  

If you take our 20-hour course a week or 

two before your skiing holiday, you will 

enjoy your holiday more. Learn how to use a 

ski-lift, how to slow down and, most 

importantly, how to stop! The center is open 

from noon to 10 p.m. Skis and boots can be 

hired. 

 

 

G)  Glenmorie Golf Club 

 After a three-hour introduction with a 

professional golfer, you can join this golf 

club. The course stretches across beautiful 

rolling hills and is open from dawn until 

dusk daily. There are regular social evenings 

on Saturdays in the club bar. You will need 

your own golf equipment.  

 

B)  Lackford Sailing Club  

Our Young Sailor’s Course leads to the 

Stage 1 Sailing qualification. You will learn 

how to sail safely and the course also covers 

sailing theory and first aid. Have fun with 

other course members afterwards in the 

clubroom. There are 10 weekly two-hour 

lessons (Tuesdays 6 p.m.-8 p.m.) 

 

 

D)  Windmill Tennis Academy  

Learn to play tennis in the heart of the city 

and have fun at our tennis weekends. Arrive 

on Friday evening, learn the basic strokes on 

Saturday and play in competition on 

Sunday. There’s also a disco and swimming 

pool. White tennis clothes and a racket are 

required. 

 

 

F)  Avon Watersports Club 

We use a two-kilometer length of river for 

speedboat racing and water-skiing. A 

beginners’ course consists of ten 20-minute 

lessons. You will learn to handle boats 

safely and confidently, but must be able to 

swim. The club is in a convenient central 

position and is open daily from 9 a.m. to 4 

p.m., with lessons all through the day. 

 

H)  Hadlow Aero Club  

Enjoy a different view of the countryside 

from one of our two-seater light airplanes. 

After a 50-hour course with our qualified 

instructor, you could get your own pilot’s 

license. Beginners’ lessons for over-10s are 

arranged on weekdays after 4 p.m. 
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5.  Read the text and write on your answer sheet  the name of the 

appropriate field for each box in the diagram. 

Anthropology 

We shall outline the four major subfields of anthropology that have emerged in the 

twentieth century: physical anthropology, archeology, linguistics, and cultural 

anthropology. 

Physical anthropology deals with human biology across space and time. It is divided into 

two areas: paleontology, the study of the fossil evidence of the primate (including 

human) evolution, and neonatology, the comparative biology of living primates, 

including population and molecular genetics, body shapes (morphology), and the extent 

to which behavior is biologically programmed. 

Archeology is the systematic retrieval and analysis of the physical remains left behind by 

human beings, including both their skeletal and cultural remains. Both the classical 

civilizations and prehistoric groups, including our pre human ancestors, are investigated. 

Linguistics is the study of language across space and time. Historical linguistics attempts 

to trace the tree of linguistic evolution and to reconstruct ancestral language forms. 

Comparative (or structural) linguistics attempts to describe formally the basic elements of 

languages and the rules by which they are ordered into intelligible speech. 

Cultural anthropology includes many different perspectives and specialized sub 

disciplines but is concerned primarily with describing the forms of social organization 

and the cultural systems of human groups. In technical usage, ethnography is the 

description of the social and cultural systems of one particular group, whereas ethnology 

is the comparison of such descriptions for the purpose of generalizing about the nature of 

all human groups. 
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6. Read the following passage.  Choose the option, a, b, c, or d, that is most 

appropriate to fill in the blanks and write the letter on your answer 

sheet. 

During the Middle Ages a very sharp division existed among three main social (34)___: nobility, 

peasantry and clergy. The nobles were sheltered within (35) ___ castles; but the peasants lived 

miserably, and many were bound (36) ___ the soil and subject (37) ___ feudal overlords. This 

was an age of faith: all segments of society were (38) ___ the powerful influence of the Roman 

Catholic Church. Monks in monasteries held a virtual monopoly (39) ___ learning; most people, 

(40) ___ the nobility, were illiterate. (41) ___ as the cathedral dominated the medieval landscape 

and the medieval mind, so was it the centre of musical life. Most important musicians were 

priests and worked for the church. Boys (42) ___ music education in church schools, and an 

important occupation in monasteries was liturgical singing.  

 

34.  A. levels           B. stages            C. classes      D. ranks 

35. A. armed  B. equipped             C. protected           D. fortified 

36.  A. on     B. to                      C. with           D. without 

37.  A. for     B. with                     C. to     D. under 

38.  A. to           B. under             C. in                 D. of 

39.  A. on     B. in                        C. by                  D. of 

40.  A. together             B. including             C. given              D. count 

41.  A. Even                 B. Such                    C. Just                        D. Also 

42.  A. attended           B. received              C. got                         D. acquired 
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7. Read the information in the table below. Then read the text below the 

table. There are inaccuracies related to information and grammar in it.  

Read and decide if the underlined comparisons are correct or not. Mark a check (√) on 

your answer sheet if they are right, and write the correct form if they are wrong. 

 

2004 Olympic Games Medal Table 

Rank Country Gold Silver Bronze Total 

1 United States 35 39 29 103 

2 China 32 17 14 63 

3 Russia 27 27 38 92 

 

The table shows the number of medals won by top three counties 

in the 2004 Olympic Games. The USA won (0) greatest number 

of medals overall with a total of 103. They won (43) more silver 

medals than gold and more medals than any other country in 

both categories. China had (44) the third high number of medals 

at 63, but unlike the USA, China won (45) less silver medals 

than gold medals. While Russia’s silver medal total was (46) 

more good than China’s, they did not do (47) well as China in 

the gold medals, winning just 27.  

 

0.    the greatest__ 

43.  ___________ 

 

44. ____________ 

45. ____________ 

46. ____________ 

47. ____________ 

 

 

8. Complete the sentences using one of the options provided. Write the 

most appropriate choice on your answer sheet.  

48. _____________, but I'd guess he must be about sixty. 

 

A. My husband will phone the tour company and ask the price of the trip to Egypt 

B. I don't remember how much the shop assistant told us those jeans cost 

C. I don't know exactly how old Tim's father is 

D. Frank weighed himself and was horrified to see he is eight kilos 

 

 49. The cost of living in Alaska is extremely high___________ . 

 

A. as the price of petrol there is surprisingly low. 

B. whereas Eskimos live in ice houses called igloos. 

C. due to the fact that only about 500,000 people live there. 

D. because nearly everything has to be imported. 
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50. We didn't believe we would be able to finish the job,_____________. 

 

A. even though he refused to participate. 

B. as he was very helpful. 

C. since he wasn’t able to give us a hand. 

D. and the assignment proved quite easy. 

 

 51._____________, though she carefully kept it from me. 

 

A. I'm surprised to hear about the problems she faced there 

B. I've tried to make my daughter talk to me 

C. Kim tells me almost everything that happens at school 

D. She mentioned to Roberta about her new boyfriend 

 

 52. _____________, which has a wonderful view of the harbor. 

 

A. The restaurant on Galata Tower serves specialties of Turkish cuisine 

B. My friend, Jason, lived in the same house for more than ten years 

C. Whenever I have a little time, I love climbing up Shooter Hill 

D. Most of the flats in this block are a little cold as they face north 

 

 53. Despite abundant rain throughout the winter_____________. 

 

A. the city is still suffering from a shortage of water this summer 

B. when there were severe floods destroying a large part of the region 

C. the local fruit growers no longer complain about the drought 

D. irrigation is only necessary for a few farms where they grow vegetables 

 

  

54. Are you aware that we will have been waiting here for four straight hours 

____________ ? 

 

A. if we had toured around the city instead of coming here so early 

B. what time exactly is the plane going to take off 

C. since they last made an announcement about the fate of our flight 

D. by the time the plane leaves at eight, after a two-hour delay 
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55. ____________, Barbara was appointed to district manager. 

 

A. Unless she displayed considerable talent in her job 

B. Due to her dedication to her work 

C. No wonder she just couldn't believe her eyes 

D. In spite of her managerial skills she gained at university 

  

56. Isn't that the man ____________? 

 

A. which is responsible for the design of the botanical gardens 

B. that he lost his temper 

C. who have just returned from a business conference 

D. whose son has won a scholarship to pursue his graduate studies in the United States 

 

57. Unemployment continued to rise during the first half of the decade_____________ . 

 

A. even if the workers could have received additional fringe benefits. 

B. as the rate of inflation will go up accordingly. 

C. while most companies would have been badly hit by the recession. 

D. but thereafter stabilized at about six per cent. 

 

9. Below there are pairs of sentences.   Complete the second sentence so 

that it means the same as the first.   Write only the missing words.    Use 

no more than one word.    

Example:    I enjoyed learning languages at school.   

  I used to  ……….   learning languages at school.       

Answer:   enjoy  

58. I went to France because I wanted to improve my French. 

I wanted to improve my French, ______________  I went to France. 

 

59. I find speaking in a foreign language embarrassing. 

I get ___________ when speaking in a foreign language. 

 

60. I was taught Italian by a very good teacher. 

The teacher ______________ taught me Italian was very good. 
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10. Read the following extract about NICOLAS-FRANCOIS APPERT. 

Write the word that best fits on your answer sheet.   

NICOLAS-FRANCOIS APPERT (1749-1841) 

 

Tinned food and drink is big business: (0) _____ day 

more than 175,000 million tins are sold throughout the world. 

The process by (61)______ food products can be preserved in 

tins was invented in 1810 by a Frenchman (62)______Nicolas-

Francois Appert. 

His father ran a small hotel, (63)______ Appert learned 

about preserving fruit and vegetables as a boy. He then became 

a cook and sweet-maker and grew fascinated by the idea of (64) 

______ able to preserve food for (65) ______ than it is naturally 

possible. He experimented with various foods and finally 

succeeded in preserving vegetables, fruit juices and jams. What 

he did (66)______ to put the food in glass containers which 

were then boiled for a long time. 

In 1810 the French government offered a prize to those 

who invented a means (67)______ preserving high-quality food. 

The food was needed (68) ______ feed Napoleon's rapidly 

expanding army and navy. Appert won the prize and with the 

money he received he set (69) ______a commercial food-

preserving factory. His achievements (70)______ widely 

praised and his method was soon in use throughout France and 

the rest of the world. 

 

(0) every___  

EXAMPLE 

61 ____________ 

62 ____________ 

63 ____________ 

64 ____________ 

65 ____________ 

 

66 ____________ 

67 ____________ 

68 ____________ 

69 ____________ 

70 ____________ 
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11. Read the text below and look carefully at each line. Some of the lines are 

correct, and some have a word that should not be there.  If a line is 

correct, put a check by the number on the answer sheet. If a line has a 

word that should not be there, write the word on the answer sheet. The 

first one (0) has been done for you as an example.  

 

Example: (0) do 

 

I finished university six months ago. I enjoyed do the course very much         0          ____do____ 

although I realize I should have been studied a lot harder! A few of                 71. __________ 

 my friends have already got all full-time jobs but most, like me, are still         72. __________ 

waiting for something suitable to turn up. Meanwhile, I make sure that           73. __________ 

I keep myself being busy. I look through the job advertisements in the            74. __________ 

 newspapers every day and I also ask all the people I know to tell                     75. __________ 

me if they will hear of any vacancies where they work. What I'm                     76. __________ 

looking for is something challenging, and I would certainly be happy              77. __________ 

to move to another city or even work myself abroad for a while. The               78. __________ 

salary is not so important at this stage, if I earn enough for to                            79. __________ 

live on, because I don't want to continue having to be depend on my               80. __________ 

parents, although they are very much generous to me. At the moment,            81. __________ 

I'm working in a nearby restaurant two evenings a week, washing                   82. __________ 

dishes and generally helping out, which brings in a little bit money. The               83. __________ 

other people who working there are very friendly, and many of them              84. __________ 

are in the same kind situation as me, so we have lots to talk about.                  85. __________ 

 

END OF TEST 

http://www.holidaycentre.net/exams/images/fce_answersheet2.html

